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************************************************************************ 
MAR 670 - Data Analysis Methods 

(due XX March 2008) 
************************************************************************ 
Exercise 4: Filtering Time Series 
 (a)  Building Filters 

1. Assume that you are filtering hourly series with fN = ½ fs = 0.5cph. Use l_filter to generate filter weights for 
each of the following filters which are differentiated by their type and length m.  Output the filter weights. 

     Filter   fcut (Nyquists)  No.Weights = m 
  Low Pass:  Cosine   0.04   6    24,    48 
  Low Pass:  Cosine   0.01   24  
      Lanzcos-Squared 0.01    24     
  High Pass: Cosine   0.04     24 
  

2. Use l_foucof and l_arith to compute the filter transfer function H2(f) of each filter and then  use Matlab to plot 
the frequency response functions of the above filters with both a linear-linear and a log-log scales.  Experiment 
with your choice of delta-f in l_foucof; so that you resolve all of the important details of H2 (f) in the plot? 

 
3. How do the rates of a attenuation (relative to the cutoff frequency) for the different filters compare? 

 
(b)  Filtering Noise 

1. l_filter a white-noise series (noise1) using each of the filters produced in part a(1) above.  (Let ADV= 1). 
input series ---------------------------> output series 

  noise1  --0.04-cos--6wts-->  n1c_6.lpf 
  noise1  --0.04-cos--24wts->  n1c_24.lpf 
  noise1  --0.04-cos--48wts->  n1c_48.lpf 

noise1  --0.01-cos--24wts->  n1c224.lpf 
noise1  --0.01-lan2---24wts->  n1ls24.lpf 
noise1  --0.04-cos--24wts->  n1c_24.hpf 

 
2. Use l_stats (or l_lstats) to compute and compare the statistics of the filtered and unfiltered series. 

 
(c)   Filtering Synthetic Time Series 

1. Using l_filter-produced lowpas.fil; m = 24; fcut = 0.04 Nyquists; cosine, filter the following input series: 
  input series  ------------> output series 

• sine.10  ------------> sn10.lfl 
• sine10.n1  ------------> sn10n1.lfl 
• sinec.n2  ------------> sncn2.lfl 

2. Using the l_filter-produced complementary hipas.fil; m = 24; fcut = 0.04 Nyquists (.02cph); cosine, filter the 
following input series: 

 
  input series  ------------> output series 
     sinec.n2  ------------> sncn2.hfl 
 

3. Plot the filtered time-series on one plot; with same scalings as previous exercise. 
 

4. Being explicit, discuss the visual changes in the different series as a result of the filtering. 
 
(d)   Filtering "Real" Time Series 

1. Using lowpas.fil (from above) to filter 
  input series ------------> output series 
  bosslp.mhr -----------> bosslp.LP 
  bosrsl.mhr -----------> bosrsl.LP 
  bosrsp.mhr -----------> bosrsp.LP 
  aprsdb.mhr -----------> aprsdb.LP 
 

2. Using HIPAS.FIL (from above) to filter 
  input series ------------> output series 
  boss1p.mhr ------------> bosslp.HP 
 

3. Discuss the visual changes induced by filtering.  


